Deliver a breakthrough collaboration experience

In an increasingly fast-paced world, legacy display solutions present a roadblock to collaboration. Projectors require dimmed lighting, LCD displays render content too small to be seen by participants in the back of a large room, and both display only one content source at a time.

The combination of Prysm® Cascade series collaboration video walls and Polycom® RealPresence® room solutions creates an unrivalled collaboration experience. The large, integrated digital canvas allows users to share, annotate and edit office docs, web apps, multimedia files and video from multiple simultaneous sources. Next-generation HD videoconferencing extends an engaging collaboration experience to remote users. Both content and videoconferencing windows can be positioned and resized dynamically through multi-user touch or through PCs and mobile devices. These capabilities deliver a breakthrough collaboration experience that raises team productivity and engagement to a new level.

Key features

Two standard solutions
- Cascade 117 collaboration video wall (117” diagonal display), 42 square-foot display area, 2135x1280 resolution
- Cascade 190 collaboration video wall (190” diagonal display), 75 square-foot display area, 3843x1280 resolution

Right size, right resolution, right brightness
- Unrivalled image quality that delivers rich, crisp images with excellent color reproduction
- Large display offers an integrated canvas for simultaneous presentation of all types of content
- Content is clearly viewable up close or in the back of the room
- Bright even in well lit and sunlit rooms

Interactivity at your fingertips
- Dynamically size, position, annotate and edit content with multi-person touch (supports 32 simultaneous points of touch)
- Collaborate using touch, keyboard and mouse, or through a mobile device

Cool running and ready to roll
- Runs cool to the touch
- Requires no HVAC or electrical upgrades
- Plugs into standard electrical outlets

Sustainably smart
- Uses up to 75% less power than projectors
- No consumables
- Maintains color and brightness uniformity over the entire display for the life of the video wall
Qualifying questions

Does your organization need to increase the engagement and productivity of meetings?

Are you looking to increase the utilization and ROI of your conference rooms?

Do you need to speed the time to decisions?

Do you have distributed teams that need to work and collaborate together from multiple locations?

Are you looking for solutions that will allow your conference rooms to support many use cases?

Why choose Prysm Cascade Collaboration Video Walls?

Prysm Cascade video walls take collaboration to a new level making meetings more engaging and productive. In combination with Polycom RealPresence room solutions, they create an unrivaled collaboration experience.

Key differentiators

Unrivaled collaboration experience

- Display content stored locally, from live sources and from the cloud
- Dynamically size, position, annotate and edit content
- Simultaneously display teleconference, pre-recorded video, web apps, and office applications
- Multiple simultaneous participants can interact with content through touch-enabled display

Lower power, lower heat

- Uses up to 75% less power than legacy display solutions
- Runs cool to the touch with no radiated heat
- No upgrades to HVAC or electrical infrastructure required

Unmatched image quality

- Vibrant images with no wash out or hot spots
- Color and brightness uniformity are maintained in real time over the entire display and for the life of the video wall
- Bezel-free integrated display

Use cases

- Big data analysis
- Presentations
- Real-time business management
- Visualization
- Project planning
- Brainstorming and story boarding

Learn more

To learn more about Prysm Cascade-series collaboration video wall solutions, visit us at www.prysm.com.
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